Are you ready
for TakeOff?

The next generation of caravanning has started.

Free as
a bird
Over and over again. Go wherever you want.
Break free for the weekend, or on a tour?
‘Shall we stay here, or move on?’
It’s up to you, because with the TakeOff it’s all possible.
Everything you need, always available, every moment.
Ready for the next adventure.

The TakeOff is a new unique innovation in the world of camping. The design combines
the advantages of a traditional touring caravan with those of a tent trailer. Ready for a
coffee break when traveling? No problem, the TakeOff quickly turns out to be your own
“coffee corner”, fully equipped. And then you continue your journey, extremely
stylish, virtually without noticing it. On your way to your next destination.
Comfortable during the trip and comfortable on arrival. And all that for
a (also comfortable) very attractive price tag. No concessions, the
TakeOff is always ready for you.

Are you ready for TakeOff?

Ready within 30 seconds
No special driving licence
Free view to the rear
Ideal for compact cars
Different colours

X-tra space
With the quick to set up awning
concept X10T, specially designed for
the TakeOff, you can further increase
your space. As an awning, the X10T
offers you ideal shelter and privacy
to be out of the wind or in the shade.
Or to enjoy together lovely endless
summer nights.
With the product configurator
on easycaravanning.com you
can easily design your own
TakeOff: on the outside, on the
inside, with exactly the options
and accessories you have
chosen, just the way you want
it. Personal freedom, TakeOff!

Come on in
The interior of the TakeOff is completely contemporary. With
the freely selectable fabric designs and cupboard door
decors, you can give the TakeOff your own personal touch.
Just as you can easily do that for the exterior design with the
product configurator.

The TakeOff comes standard with a handy swiveling table with
which you can leave your bed for the evening in the daytime
situation, ready in an instant. Do you want more space during
the day to be able to eat indoors with 4 - 6 people or to play
cards in case of bad weather? No problem, with a few actions
you can create a spacious seating group.

If desired, a portable
toilet can be placed in the right bunkseat,
comfortable on the road or at night if you don’t
want to get out anymore. During the journey, the
cooler can be placed in the specially designed refrigerator
cabinet. There is a drawer for kitchen utensils underneath the
removable kitchen with snap-on connections, which also makes
it easy to cook outside without the need for an extra gas bottle. Larger
items such as the X10T awning and, for example, the beach parasol can be
transported in the long bench cabinets. Conviviality is of course mainly created with
each other, but with the dimmable warm LED lighting in the evening it gets very cozy...
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